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Best 10 Masters of Laws (LLM) in Australia 2018 - â€¦
https://www.lawstudies.com/LLM/Australia
An LLM (Master of Laws) is a postgraduate degree for students studying law. It is usually
designed for law professionals and students who want to gain knowledge in a â€¦

Australia | LLM GUIDE
https://llm-guide.com/schools/australia-nz/australia
Melbourne, Australia 142 Followers 94 Discussions The online LLM (Global Competition
and Consumer Law) is one of only a few courses in the world, that covers every major
aspect of policy, law, economics and institutions in this field from multiple perspectives:
government, practitioner, business and enforcement.

Deakin Law School · LLM Programs at UWA · LLM Programs at Sydney · UNSW Law

Best Distance learning Masters of Laws (LLM) in Australia
â€¦
https://www.lawstudies.com/LLM/Australia/Distance-learning
The LL.M. (master of laws) is an internationally recognized postgraduate law degree. An
LL.M. strength just usually does not allow one to practice law; in most cases, LL.M.
students must earn a professional degree

LLM Rankings - Australia | LLM GUIDE
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LLM Rankings - Australia | LLM GUIDE
https://llm-guide.com/board/australia-nz/llm-rankings-australia-45641
As far as I know, there is no ranking of Australian LLM programmes. If you look at the
other rankings - http://www.australian-universities.com/rankings.php - all three
universities seem to be very good, Sydney and Uni of Melbourne seem to be slightly
ahead of Monash in terms of reputation though.

22 Master of Laws (LLM) degrees in Australia ...
https://www.mastersportal.com/.../master-of-laws-australia.html
The Australian National University Master of Laws (LLM) is an elite program offered to law
graduates. This professional program is designed to expand legal expertise in the fast-
changing area of law. The LLM program will strengthen student's legal knowledge as well
as their capacity to advise on practical questions of licensing and promotion of â€¦

LLM Australia | Destination | LLMStudy.com
https://www.llmstudy.com/.../llm_in_australia
Looking to study an LLM in Australia? Discover what courses are available, where you
can study, the fees, plus entry and visa requirements in our guide

LLM in Australia - TransLegal
https://www.translegal.com/country/llm-in-australia
Programs where you can obtain an LLM in Australia can consist of either a general
course of study or specific, specialized research. Like other countries, an LLM in
Australia normally consists of a taught LLM via live coursework or by research and a
supervised thesis or dissertation.

Online Master's Degrees in Master of Laws (LLM) in
Australia
https://www.distancelearningportal.com/study-options-c/masters/...
If you're interested in studying Master of Laws (LLM) in Australia you can view all 7
Online Masters programmes. You can also read more about the Master of Laws (LLM)
discipline in general, or about studying in Australia. Many universities in Australia offer
study programmes taught in English.

LLM Degree in Australia (96 courses) | LLMStudy.com
https://www.llmstudy.com/search/llm-programs/australia
LLM & Master of Laws courses in . Take 2 minutes to sign up to PGS student services
and reap the benefitsâ€¦ The chance to apply for one of our 15 exclusive PGS Bursaries

LLM and Law School Ranking in Australia - LLM Directory
www.llmdirectory.com/LLM-rankings/Australia
LLM and Law Careers Australia There are several organisations that provide LLM and
Law School Rankings. There is usually not much change in the top law school rankings.

Master of Laws (LLM) | ANU College of Law
https://law.anu.edu.au/study/study-programs/master-laws-llm
Master of Laws [LLM] in Environmental Law. The LLM for students seeking to learn from
some of Australiaâ€™s finest environmental lawyers

LLB, JD or LLM? Choosing a law degree | Courses | â€¦
www.studentworldonline.com/.../llb-jd-or-llm-choosing-a-law-degree/131
LLB, JD, LLM, study law in UK, study law in US, study law in Australia, study law in
Canada, which law degree, difference between law degrees, University of â€¦
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